The Fire Control Platform of a United States Battleship· How the Telescope Sight, the Range Finder and the Spotter Co-operate to Secure Good Shooting I F we were asked to name the one particular mechan ism to which more than any other is due the marvel ously accurate shooting of heavy guns at the present time, we should unhesitatingly pronounce in favor of the telescope sight.
Remove the telescope sights from the batteries of a modern warship, and the ranges would have to be decreased from twelve thousand to three or four thousand yards, and the shooting would be very indifferent at that. The modern system of fi re control is very elaborate, highly scientifi c, and depend ent for its remarkable results upon the co-operation of many delicate instruments and tb. e combined observa tions of several highly trained specialists. Remove from the system any one of these instruments or any one of the men concerned in its successful operation and the result would be impaired somewhat; but remove the telescope sights and you remove the whole thing. The idea remained dormant for many years, but it has lately been taken up, and brought to undoubted excel lence by Admiral Sir Percy Scott, R. N., who recently told the writer that his system has increased the' ac curacy of target practice in the British navy by fully 10Q ' per cent.
Our own Navy has developed its own system of direc This fi ne work was done during target practice held for the purpose of selecting gun pointers, that is, the men who elevate and fi re the guns.
The 12-inch gun is designed for a muzzle velocity with full service charges of 2,900 feet per second; but for this practice she was using reduced charges giving a lower muzzle velocity. The range was short; but be cause of the low velocity a fairly high sight bar range was necessary. Furthermore, the target was very small, .instance, should the poles be accidentally inverted, and such mixtures cannot reach the gas holders. As the heating is done by the current from the main appa ratus, the heater starts up as soon as the gas fl ows.
Practically all the expense in the electrolytic process lies in the cost of electric current, as the apparatus is automatic and needs but little attention. All that is needed is to add a certain amount of water once a day, this being 2 cubic feet of water per foot of oxygen or per 2 feet of hydrogen. Circumstances decide which is to be preferred, the air distillation or the electrolytic method. The air process needs a less amount of power, but requires constant watching and experienced labor.
it being in fact more expensive than the other when it comes to small plants. Besides, the starting up of the apparatus requires two 01' three hours, in which time it is not productive and consumes power, so that such plants should be run continuously as much. as possible.
On the contrary, the electrolytic apparatus can be started and stopped at any time without draw: back, and it is also able to work on variable currents.
